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With over 5,500 square metres of offices and factory in Bury
St Edmunds, our local workforce has over 40 years of
experience working with architects, designers, specifiers,
contractors and end-users helping them realise their most
creative projects.

We are used to working across different sectors from leisure,
healthcare and education through to commercial, retail,
construction and industrial.

We are able to offer off-the-shelf products as well as
bespoke solutions, be they aluminium, steel, glass or solid
grade laminate. With a wide range of colours and styles,
coupled with options from charging points to different
locking systems, we provide the very best solutions for any
project.

We supply throughout the UK and Ireland as well as across
Europe and the Middle East and can offer supply only
solutions to a fully managed turnkey service if preferred by
the client.W
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Initial consultation 
Sector and building type
Layout discussion
Locker design 
Complementary products
Site Visit

Design Stage

Fabrication
All our lockers are manufactured at our
factory in Suffolk where we have long-
serving skilled teams producing high-quality
bespoke lockers and cubicles manufactured
for each project.

Installation
Once the order is placed, the project is
handed to the locker and cubicle installation
manager who is responsible for overseeing
the team that will install the lockers and
cubicles. He works alongside the factory
manager and ensures the products are
manufactured on time and to the correct
specification within the agreed time frame.

After Sales Service
To maximise optimal performance and the
longest life cycle, we offer a complete range
of after-sales care and service. This ranges
from a regular maintenance contract to ad
hoc repairs. We handle repairs and
maintenance of lockers and cubicles too. O
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Glass locker bodies are
manufactured from aluminium
and locker doors are from PAR
10mm toughened coloured glass
with a roller coat paint finish
inside the locker door. 

Each locker is fitted with a plastic
hook on the right-hand side as
standard. Each door is complete
with an aluminium plate with
engraved numbers. Standard
Cam Lock supplied for each door,
other options available as an
extra. 

Our standard locker sizes are:
1800H x 300W x 450D,  but we
are more than happy to
manufacture lockers to suit
customer requirements and can
create bespoke lockers with
bespoke sizes. 

Its non-porous nature means the
surface doesn’t absorb or allow
the ingress of particles. In
addition, these lockers do not
require a lot of maintenance
once installed and keep looking
fresh and clean.
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Z Lockers are often used where
space optimisation is required
and are designed for the storage
of larger personal items and
hanging space. If you require a
space-saving solution Z lockers
are perfect for you.

Z locker bodies are manufactured
from heavy gauge mild steel or
aluminium and stainless steel for
a wet environment. Z locker doors
are manufactured from solid
grade laminate. 

Each locker is fitted with two
hooks on each side at the top of
each compartment. Each door is
complete with an oval plastic
number plate. Standard cam lock
or hasp lock supplied for each
door, other options available as
an extra.

Our standard locker sizes are:
1800H x 300W x 450D,  but we are
more than happy to manufacture
lockers to suit customer
requirements and can create
bespoke lockers with bespoke
sizes. 
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All the lockers we supply can be
classed as ‘heavy-duty’ as they are all
designed to be robust, strong and
secure. Our laminate locker doors are
made from high-end laminate, they
give years of service and withstand
wear and tear. Suitable for both wet
ad dry areas. 

With a multitude of colour choices,
designs and styles, laminate lockers
can blend into existing surroundings
and add to the mood and character
of a room.

Each locker is fitted with two hooks
on each side at the top of each
compartment. Each door is complete
with an oval plastic number plate.
Standard cam lock or hasp lock
supplied for each door, other options
available as an extra.

Our standard locker sizes are:
1800H x 300W x 450D,  but we are
more than happy to manufacture
lockers to suit customer
requirements and can create
bespoke lockers with bespoke sizes. 
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Our range of inline cubicles is designed to
cope with the rigorous demands of both
wet and dry environments. Inline cubicles
are manufactured from solid grade
laminate and can come in different sizes to
suit different users from individuals to
family pods as well as accessibility options.

Headrail material is from rounded
extruded aluminium. Aluminium 'U'
brackets with tamper-proof fixing used for
securing panels to each other and walls.

Fixed door latch with circular faceplate and
emergency release facility as standard.
Door mounted latches are available as an
option. Each door is front flushed fitted
with 2 heavy-duty hinges, incorporating an
anti-finger trap and anti-lift design. 

Aesthetically, the doors and the panels are
flush-fitting creating simple clean-cut lines.
This makes areas look wider and longer
and complement the look of lockers and
other fittings.

With extra-long panels and doors, they are
visually attractive as well as being extra
secure and offering users unparalleled
privacy. They can also accommodate
shower cubicles with a privacy screen and
bench seat as required. Inline cubicles
range can be used for multiple purposes.
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Opaque glass cubicles are the epitome
of luxury and are frequently used in
high-end applications.

The combination of glass with
polished flat edges and stunning
minimalist brushed stainless steel
fittings looks fantastic and is the
ultimate aesthetic finish perfect for
both wet and dry environments.
Match these lavish shower and toilet
cubicles with glass lockers.

Manufactured from 11.52mm clear
laminated toughened glass made up
of 2 x 5mm glass panels with 1.52mm
EVA interlayer with PAR 5mm/Dubb
corners. The top rail is a polished
stainless steel tube. Brushed stainless
steel brackets for securing panels to
each other and walls. Tamper-proof
fixings are available as an alternative. 

Each door is fitted with 2 brass hinges,
incorporating an anti-finger trap and
anti-lift design. The door can open
inward or outward to suit site
requirements. Easy to use robust
brushed stainless steel indicator latch.

https://helmsman.co.uk/products/lockers/glass-lockers/
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Front line cubicles form part of
our standard range and are
suitable for wet and dry toilet
and changing room applications.
This bespoke range is available
in different sizes and
dimensions depending on the
client’s requirements. 

Manufactured from solid grade
laminate door 13 mm thick. All
exposed edges smoothed and
radiused. Headrail material is
from rounded extruded
aluminium. Aluminium 'U'
brackets with tamper-proof
fixing used for securing panels
to each other and walls. 

Fixed door latch with circular
faceplate and emergency
release facility as standard.
Door mounted latches are
available as an option. Each
door fitted with 2 heavy-duty
hinges, incorporating an anti-
finger trap and anti-lift design. 
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IPS Panels

IPS Panels (Integrated Plumbing
System) allow for quick on-site
installation coupled with clean-cut
lines and a modern look. Maximum
height up to 3000mm. 

We manufacture a ground-breaking
panelling system in either zinc
plated wet spec metal or timber
with a solid grade laminate
decorative surface. These are
perfect for toilets, urinals and basin
units.

Vanity Units

We are able to design and supply
high-quality solutions for handwash
units, hair-drying areas and baby
change.

Manufactured from solid grade
laminate in a wide range of colours,
these are perfect for both wet and
dry demanding environments.
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We manufacture bench seating as either
a standalone product or part of an
integrated washroom solution with
complimentary lockers and cubicles.
Suitable for both wet and dry areas, the
high-quality bench seating provides
comfort and durability. 

They are available in a wide range of
configurations such as seat stands
integrated with lockers, as cubicle
benches or freestanding.

Island benching: Freestanding bench,
optional shoe tray.

Single-sided bench: Available with coat
hook bar. 

Double-sided bench: Freestanding with
coat hook bar. 

Cantilever seating: Depending on the
strength of the wall, bracket
recommended every 500mm. 

Wall/floor seating: Fixed to either or both
wall and floor. Recommend a bracket
every 500mm. 

Bespoke tailor-made solutions are also
available. Wall-mounted coat hook bar
with 5 hooks as standard. Bespoke
options are available. 
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We carry and supply a wide range
of accessories for all our ranges
whether it’s for a new project or to
replace broken or missing items.

Clients are able to specify a wide
range of carefully chosen high-
quality accessories from standard
locks to contactless locking
systems.

Selected for superior styling with
practical durability, our accessories
add the perfect finishing touch to
any changing room, washroom or
locker room. Our main lock
supplier is Ojmar Intelligent
Locking Systems and they are able
to supply locking systems suitable
for both wet and dry environments
and for different uses and types of
user. 

https://lockerlocks.ojmar.com/
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Helmsman has
manufactured and supplied
three-compartment luxury
Glass Lockers that have been
installed in Birmingham. The
Formica storm colour against
the white interior walls and
Ojmar OCS combination
locks give a modern finish.
Special numbering plates
were used to match the
modern style. The Glass
Lockers are floating in the
middle of the wall thanks to
our locker stands and
cladding. This Glass Lockers
project was a great success.

The corridor has curved
walls, but this did not
frighten us. Helmsman can
deal with any type of space
and requirements for any
type of project.

Eos Interiors,
Birmingham

https://lockerlocks.ojmar.com/keypad-lock-with-the-latest-generation-touch-technology/




Helmsman Z Lockers, 4
compartment Heavy Duty
Lockers and Inline Cubicles
were supplied, delivered and
installed by Helmsman
professionals in an office
building in Cambridge.

Our new range of cubicles
went into both male and
female shower rooms with seat
stands attached to bespoke
slopping top Z Lockers suitable
for a wet environment.
Bespoke privacy panels and
benches were supplied in each
cubicle to keep the bench clear
of the water. The bespoke 4
compartment Heavy Duty
Lockers were used in the
drying room, they were all
perforated to allow ventilation.
Natural Ash laminate was used
across all of our Lockers and
Inline Cubicles. Overall this Z
lockers and cubicles project
was a success as our client was
extremely happy with the
finished result. 

Station Road,
Cambridge

https://helmsman.co.uk/products-lockers-cubicles/lockers/z-lockers/
https://helmsman.co.uk/products-lockers-cubicles/lockers/heavy-duty-lockers/
https://helmsman.co.uk/products-lockers-cubicles/cubicles/inline-cubicles-range/




1 Northern Way
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk
IP32 6NH
(+44) 01284 727626
hello@helmsman.co.uk
www.helmsman.co.uk

The Complete Package


